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Abstract

Large Language Models (LLMs) are increasingly used as powerful tools for several high-stakes natural language processing (NLP) applications. Recent works on prompting language models claim to elicit intermediate reasoning steps and key tokens that serve as proxy explanations for LLM predictions. However, there is no certainty whether these explanations are reliable and reflect the LLM’s behavior. In this work, we make one of the first attempts at quantifying the uncertainty in explanations of LLMs. To this end, we propose two novel metrics — Verbalized Uncertainty and Probing Uncertainty — to quantify the uncertainty of generated explanations. While verbalized uncertainty involves prompting the LLM to express its confidence in its explanations, probing uncertainty leverages perturbations as means to quantify the uncertainty. Our empirical analysis of benchmark datasets reveals that verbalized uncertainty is not a reliable estimate of explanation confidence. Further, we show that the probing uncertainty estimates are correlated with the faithfulness of an explanation, with lower uncertainty corresponding to explanations with higher faithfulness. Our study provides insights into the challenges and opportunities of quantifying uncertainty in LLM explanations, contributing to the broader discussion of the trustworthiness of foundation models.

1 INTRODUCTION

Large Language Models (LLMs), such as GPT4 (OpenAI, 2023), Bard (Google, 2023), Llama-2 (Lamda, 2023), and Claude-2 (Anthropic, 2023), have garnered significant attention and are employed across a wide range of applications, including chat-bots, computational biology, creative work, and law (Kaddour et al., 2023) due to their impressive natural language understanding and generation capabilities. However, state-of-the-art LLMs are complex models with billions of parameters, where their inner working mechanisms are not fully understood yet, making them less trustworthy amongst relevant stakeholders. This lack of transparency causes hindrance to deploying LLMs in high-stakes decision-making applications, where the consequences of incorrect decisions are severe and could result in the generation of harmful content, misdiagnosis (Zhang et al., 2023), and hallucinations (Ji et al., 2023; Weidinger et al., 2021). The lack of user trust demands the development of robust explanation techniques to gain insights into how these powerful LLMs work.

Previous works for explaining language models can be broadly categorized into perturbation-based methods (Li et al., 2016a,b), gradient-based methods (Kindermans et al., 2017; Sundararajan et al., 2017), attention-based methods (DeRose et al., 2020; Vig, 2019), example-based methods (Jin et al., 2020; Treviso et al., 2023), and Natural Language Explanations (NLEs) (Wei et al., 2023). While most of the above methods require white-box access to models (e.g., model gradients and prediction logits), NLEs can be generated by LLMs in a self-explanatory manner, thereby enabling us to understand the behavior of these models even when the models are closed-source. For instance, Chain-of-Thought (CoT) (Wei et al., 2023) explanations, a popular class of NLEs generated by LLMs show the step-by-step reasoning process leading to the outputs generated by these models. While CoTs and other natural language explanations generated by LLMs often seem quite plausible and believable, Turpin
recent works have demonstrated that these natural language explanations may not always faithfully capture the underlying behavior of these models. However, there is little to no work that focuses on deciphering if and to what extent the generated NLEs are trustworthy. One way to address this problem is to quantify the uncertainty in the NLEs generated by LLMs. However, this critical direction remains unexplored.

Prior works on uncertainty estimation in the context of LLMs have only focused on providing uncertainty estimates (i.e., confidence) corresponding to the responses (answers) generated by LLMs. While uncertainty in LLM predictions has been studied using external calibrators, model fine-tuning, and non-logit-based approaches, there is little to no work on estimating the uncertainty of LLM explanations. Understanding the uncertainty in natural language explanations generated by LLMs is paramount to ensuring that these explanations are trustworthy and are not just plausible hallucinations.

Present work. In this work, we make an attempt at quantifying the uncertainty in natural language explanations generated by LLMs. In particular, we propose two novel approaches – Verbalized uncertainty and Probing uncertainty metrics – to quantify the confidence of NLEs generated by large language models and compare their reliability. While verbalized uncertainty metrics focus on prompting a language model to express its uncertainty in the generated explanations, probing uncertainty metrics leverage different kinds of input perturbations (e.g., replacing words with synonyms, paraphrasing inputs) and measure the consistency of the resulting explanations. Using our proposed metrics, we provide the first definition of uncertainty estimation of language model explanations. In addition, our work also demonstrates key connections between uncertainty and faithfulness of natural language explanations generated by LLMs.

We evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed metrics on three math word problem datasets and conduct experiments using different GPT variants. Our empirical results across these datasets and LLMs reveal the following key findings. 1) Verbalized uncertainty is not a reliable estimate of explanation confidence and LLMs often exhibit very high verbalized confidence in the explanations they generate. 2) Probing uncertainty is correlated with the predictive performance of the LLM, where correct answers from a model tend to generate more confident/less uncertain explanations. 3) A clear connection exists between the uncertainty and faithfulness of an explanation, where less uncertain explanations tend to be more faithful to the model predictions. While our study primarily focuses on self-explanations generated by LLMs, the approaches and metrics outlined can be easily extended to Natural Language Explanations (NLEs) generated by surrogate models too.

2 RELATED WORKS

Our work lies at the intersection of large language models, explainability, and uncertainty estimation, which we discuss below.

Large Language Models. In the field of natural language processing (NLP), Large Language Models (LLMs) have proven their efficacy in various tasks, including sentiment analysis, text summarization, and machine translation. Moreover, they have become the backbone of modern conversational agents and virtual assistants, powering chatbots like GPT-3, GPT-4, Llama-2, and Claude. That offer human-like interactions. LLMs in Chatbots, Computational Biology, Creative Work, Knowledge Work, Law, Medicine, Reasoning, Robotics, Social Sciences, and Synthetic Data Generation. While the adaptability of LLMs to a wide array of applications underscores their potential to reshape industries through enhanced natural language understanding, there exists a gap in trusting these models and deploying them to real-world users.

Explainability. Explainability in machine learning has gained significant attention as the deployment of complex models has become more pervasive in critical applications. The need for understanding model decisions and gaining insights into their inner workings has led to the development of various explainability techniques. While there have been a plethora of perturbation-based, gradient-based, example-based, and surrogate-based methods, none of these explanation methods are feasible for LLMs as they require some level of model access, e.g., gradients or logits. Chain-of-Thought (CoT) explanations, a form of natural language explanation generated by prompting LLMs, are the state-of-the-art alternative for models without open-source access and has shown to provide plausible and human-interpretable reasoning behind LLM predictions. However, several questions have been raised about the reliability of these explanations.

Uncertainty Estimation. Traditional ways to measure the confidence of predictions primarily rely on model logits, have become less suitable for LLMs and even infeasible with the development of closed-source...
LLMs. While Xiong et al. [2023] proposes approaches for confidence elicitation of black-box LLMs, to the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to tackle the problem of estimating the uncertainty in NLEs.

3 PRELIMINARIES

Notations. Large language models typically have a single vocabulary \( V \) that represents a set of unique “tokens” (words or sub-words). Let \( M : Q \rightarrow A \) denote a language model mapping a sequence of \( n \) question tokens \( Q = (q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_n) \) to sequence of \( m \) answer tokens \( A = (a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_m) \), where \( q_i \) and \( a_i \) are text tokens in \( V \). In addition to the original question \( Q \), we design specific prompts \( Q_c \) to generate natural language explanation (NLE) \( A_e \) from the language model \( M \).

Uncertainty. Black-box LLMs do not provide access to parameter gradients or model logits, rendering traditional explainability techniques ineffective. To this end, most language models leverage NLEs, which are explanations generated from the language model to serve as proxy explanations and are a viable alternative. While NLEs are essentially a sequence of tokens sampled from the model that serve as explanations, there is an associated uncertainty for the generated explanations. Quantifying the uncertainty of these explanations is essential to estimate the reliability of generated NLEs. For the rest of the paper, we will use the term “confidence score” to refer to the uncertainty of an explanation, as determined by the language model.

Explanation Methods. We confine our study to two explanation methods — Token Importance and Chain of Thought (CoT) explanations. While token importance explanations [Li et al. (2016a); Wu et al. (2020)] aims to identify input tokens (refer to tokens \( r \) in an input text \( T \) for LLMs) that most contribute to a model’s predictions, CoT explanations [Wei et al. (2023)] focus on revealing the sequence of operations or reasoning steps \( S_t \in S \) the language model \( M \) takes when processing the question \( Q \) and arriving at its predictions, where \( n_s = |S| \) denotes the total number of steps in a CoT explanation. For token importance explanation, we concatenate a prompt \( Q_c \) to the given question \( Q \) using the template: “Read the question and output the words important for your final answer...”. Whereas, the prompt \( Q_c \) to generate CoT explanations uses the following template: “Read the question, give your answer by analyzing step by step, ...”. Please refer to Figs. 1, 2 in appendix for more details.

We generate an answer from the LLM \( M \) as follows: \( M(Q) = A \). We also generate an explanation \( A_e \) along with answer \( A \) using the aforementioned template question \( Q_c \) as: \( M(Q_c + Q) = A + A_e \).

4 QUANTIFYING UNCERTAINTY IN EXPLANATIONS

Next, we describe our metrics which aim to estimate the uncertainty in token importance and CoT explanations generated by LLMs.

Problem formulation (Uncertainty in Explanations). Given a question-answer pair \( (Q, A) \) and prompt \( Q_c \) to generate natural language explanation \( A_e \) from the model \( M : (Q, Q_c) \rightarrow (A, A_e) \), we aim to develop an uncertainty function \( \text{Unc} : A_e \rightarrow [0, 1] \), which maps a generated explanation \( A_e \) to a scalar score that determines the uncertainty in the generated explanation, i.e.,

\[
\text{Uncertainty} = \text{Unc}(A_e),
\]

where \( M(Q_c + Q) = A + A_e \).

As mentioned before, we confine our study to two natural language explanation methods – Token Importance and CoT. We use \( T I_p : \{ w \mid w \in Q \} \) to denote a token importance explanation which is a subset of words in the question \( Q \) that are important for predicting the answer \( A \) and CoT \( F \) to a CoT explanation for a prediction \( A \) from question \( Q \). Here \( S_t = (s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n) \) is a text sequence denoting the natural language reasoning and \( c_t \in [0, 1] \) is the verbalized confidence of CoT step \( S_t \) from the model \( M \).

4.1 Verbalized Uncertainty

A straightforward approach to elicit uncertainty of an NLE is to directly request the LLM \( M \) to output a confidence score for the explanation ranging from 0% to 100%. By directly soliciting the model’s self-assessment of uncertainty, this approach seeks to extract explicit uncertainty information inherent in the model. We provide the template of the prompts for confidence elicitation for token importance and CoT explanations in Figs. 1, 2. For token importance, we ask the underlying LLM to verbally assign an importance score to each word in the question \( Q \) and then provide the final answer of the question with an overall confidence in importance scores (see Fig. 1). In contrast, for CoT explanations (see Fig. 2), we ask the LLM \( M \) to assign verbalized confidence to each step in the CoT reasoning and the final answer.

4.2 Probing Uncertainty

Verbalized uncertainty elicits confidence in an explanation by directly requesting the underlying LLM to output a confidence score in a given range. In contrast, for estimating uncertainty using probing, we leverage the
Read the question, and assign each word an importance score between 0 and 100 of how important it is for your answer. The output format is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word:</th>
<th>Importance:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jake</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peaches</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final answer and overall confidence (0-100):** 28, 100%

Note: The importance scores of all words should add up to 100. The overall confidence score indicates the degree of certainty you have about your importance scores. For instance, if your confidence level is 80%, it means you are 80% certain that importance scores assigned are correct. Provide the answer in aforementioned format, and nothing else.

**Q:** Jake has 11 fewer peaches than Steven. If Jake has 17 peaches. How many peaches does Steven have?

**Answer:**

- **Word:** Jake, Importance: 20%
- **Word:** Steven, Importance: 20%
- **Word:** peaches, Importance: 60%

**Final answer and overall confidence (0-100):** 28, 100%

**Figure 1:** Template for generating token importance and its confidence. The prompt \( Q_e \) appended to the original question \( Q \) to elicit a token importance explanation \( T_I \). We ask the underlying LLM to verbally assign an importance score to each word in the question \( Q \) and then provide the final answer \( A \) with overall confidence.

consistency of explanations as a measure to estimate the uncertainty in explanations generated by a language model \( M \). More specifically, let \( A_e \) denote the natural language explanation generated by the model \( M \) for a given question \( Q \) and \( \{A_{e_1}, A_{e_2}, \ldots, A_{e_N}\} \) be \( N \) explanations generated for \( N \) perturbation of the same question using its local neighborhood. Next, we describe two different perturbation strategies to generate \( N \) explanations for a given question and answer.

**Sample Probing.** Motivated by the local neighborhood approximation works in XAI [Ribeiro et al., 2016; Smilkov et al., 2017], we propose uncertainty metrics that leverage the consistency of a model in generating the explanation in a local neighborhood. Here, we presume that the local behavior of the underlying LLM is consistent for perturbed samples of the original question and gradually introduce perturbations in the questions by paraphrasing the original question \( Q \). Given a question \( Q \), we paraphrase the question into \( N \) different forms \( \{Q_1, Q_2, \ldots, Q_N\} \), such that each paraphrased question \( Q_i \) is semantically equivalent to \( Q \), and the true reasoning process remains the same, i.e., given a question: “Jake has 11 fewer peaches than Steven. If Jake has 17 peaches. How many peaches does Steven have?” , some of its local paraphrased counterparts used to calculate uncertainty in explanations are i)...What is the number of peaches Steven has? ii)...How many peaches is Steven in possession of? iii)...How many peaches does Steven possess? Next, we generate the explanations using the LLM by probing the model using the paraphrased questions \( Q_i \). Mathematically,

\[
M(Q_e + Q_i) = A_i + A_{e_i} ; i = 1, 2, \ldots, N \tag{1}
\]

where \( Q_i \) is a paraphrased form of question \( Q \), \( Q_e \) is the prompt to generate explanations, and \( A_{e_i} \) is the corresponding generated explanation.

**Model Probing.** In contrast to sample uncertainty, where we quantify the uncertainty in explanations using the variance in the input questions, model uncertainty addresses the uncertainty of LLM explanations due to the inherent stochasticity of the underlying language model \( M \).

More specifically, we use the “temperature” parameter \( \tau \) present in most LLMs that control the randomness in the generated answers by using the probability distribution of each generated token. A high value of temperature indicates an even distribution among all tokens, and a lower value of temperature indicates a sharper distribution (see Fig. 3). As the temperature parameter increases, the language model becomes more creative and stochastic in the generated explanations. Note that close-sourced models like [OpenAI (2023) and Anthropic (2023)] expose temperature scaling as an input parameter and recommend a default value of \( \tau=1 \). Intuitively, the temperature parameter affects the sampling process when generating answers from the model. For a given question \( Q \) (say “my favorite food is . . .”), we sample \( N \) answers and their corresponding explanations, \( \{A_i, A_{e_i}\} \forall i \in 1, 2, \ldots, N \).
Read the question, give your answer by analyzing step by step, and assign a confidence level to each step and the final answer. The output format is as follows:

**Step 1:** [Your reasoning here], **Confidence:** [Your confidence here]%
**Step 2:** [Your reasoning here], **Confidence:** [Your confidence here]%
...
**Step N:** [Your reasoning here], **Confidence:** [Your confidence here]%

**Final answer and overall confidence (0-100):** [Your answer as a number here], [Your confidence here]%

**Note:** The confidence indicates the degree of certainty you have about your reasoning. For instance, if your confidence level is 80%, it means you are 80% certain that your reasoning is correct. Provide the answer in aforementioned format, and nothing else.

**Q:** Jake has 11 fewer peaches than Steven. If Jake has 17 peaches. How many peaches does Steven have?

**Answer:**
Step 1: Jake has 11 fewer peaches than Steven. Confidence: 100%
Step 2: Jake has 17 peaches. Confidence: 100%
Step 3: If Jake has 17 peaches, then Steven has 17 + 11 = 28 peaches. Confidence: 100%

**Final answer and overall confidence (0-100):** 28, 100%

---

**Figure 2:** Template for generating CoT explanation and its step-wise confidence. The prompt $Q_e$ appended to the original question $Q$ to elicit a CoT explanation. We ask the underlying LLM to verbally assign an importance score to each step of the CoT explanation and then provide the final answer $A$ with overall confidence.

from the language model $M$. Mathematically, we can denote this using:

$$M(Q_e + Q) = A_i + A_{e_i} : i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N\} \qquad (2)$$

where $A_i$ is the $i^{th}$ answer generated by the LLM for a given temperature $\tau$ and $A_{e_i}$ is its respective explanation.

**Figure 3:** The impact of the temperature $\tau$ on model stochasticity. We find that as $\tau$ increases, the stochasticity in model responses increases. $\tau=0$ gives near-deterministic answers to a question, whereas $\tau=1$ gives a distribution of answers.

**4.2.1 Token Importance Uncertainty**

Using the above sample and model perturbation strategies, $N$ perturbed natural language explanations $A_{e_i}$ are generated for a given question $Q$, answer $A$, original explanation $A_e$. Next, we describe the metrics for estimating explanation confidence from these perturbed explanations.

We define the uncertainty in token importance explanations as the mean agreement between perturbed explanations and the original explanation. Two token importance explanations are said to agree with each other if they employ the same set of important words to arrive at a prediction. To quantify this agreement, we use token rank agreement (TR) as defined in [Agarwal et al., 2023]. Token rank agreement measures the fraction of important tokens that have the same position in their respective rank orders. The token rank agreement (TR) metric is defined below:

$$TR(TI_i, TI_j, k) = \frac{1}{k} \left( \bigcup_{s \in S} \{s \mid s \in Tokens(TI_i, k) \land s \in Tokens(TI_j, k) \} \right),$$

where $TI_i$ and $TI_j$ are any two given token importance explanations, $Tokens(TI_i, k)$ is the first $k$ tokens in explanation $TI_i$, $k$ denotes the top-$K$ tokens a user wants as explanations, and $R(\cdot)$ function gives the rank of the word $s$ in a token importance explanation $TI$. The uncertainty in token importance explanation is defined as the mean token rank agreement between the perturbed explanations $TI_{e_i}$ and the original
4.2.2 Chain of Thought Uncertainty

While the agreement between token importance explanations is intuitive, the agreement between the chain of thought explanations is non-trivial as each CoT explanation has a sequence of steps $S_i$ in natural language. To check if the two steps in CoT explanations are equivalent, we propose using pre-trained sentence encoder models $\text{[Reimers and Gurevych, 2019]}$. Let us consider two CoT explanations that generate $N_a$ and $N_b$ steps in their respective explanations, i.e., $(\text{CoT}_{a} = (s_{a1}, s_{a2}, \ldots, s_{an})$ and $\text{CoT}_{b} = (s_{b1}, s_{b2}, \ldots, s_{bn})$. We define CoT agreement metric (CoTA) that measures the agreement between any two given CoT explanations as:

$$\text{CoTA}(\text{CoT}_a, \text{CoT}_b) = \frac{1}{N_a + N_b} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_a} \max_{j=1}^{N_b} E(s_{ai}, s_{bj}) + \sum_{j=1}^{N_b} \max_{i=1}^{N_a} E(s_{ai}, s_{bj}) \right),$$

where $\max_{i,j}$ denotes the entailment function which measures the agreement between two steps. Formally, the entailment score between two explanation steps is defined as:

$$E(s_i, s_j) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if statements entail each other} \\
0 & \text{if statements do not entail each other}
\end{cases}$$

Whether two statements entail each other or not is measured using pre-trained models on the Natural Language Inference (NLI) task. In NLI, given a premise (P) and a hypothesis (H), the goal is to classify a given text pair into one of the three categories: “entailment”, “contradiction”, or “neutral”. We use a pre-trained DeBERTa $\text{[He et al., 2021]}$ model fine-tuned for the NLI task to calculate the entailment score in our experiments. We chose a binary entailment score to avoid dependence on the entailment model’s confidence calibration, ensuring a consistent estimate of explanation confidence across different entailment models.

Finally, the uncertainty in the CoT explanation is calculated as the mean agreement of the perturbed chain of thought explanations with the original explanation.

$$\text{UNC}_{\text{TI}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{TR}(\text{TI}_i, \text{TI}_{\text{original}}, k),$$

(4)

$$\text{UNC}_{\text{CoT}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{CoTA}(\text{CoT}_i, \text{CoT}_{\text{original}})$$

(6)

To summarize, we introduce a metric for calculating the agreement between two CoT explanations (Eq. 5). In addition, we generate $N$ perturbed explanations for a question, and calculate the mean agreement of perturbed explanations with the original explanation to estimate explanation uncertainty (Eq. 6).

5 EXPERIMENTS

Next, we validate the effectiveness of our proposed uncertainty metric which amounts to asking: What is the uncertainty in explanations generated by state-of-the-art LLMs with respect to different explanation methods? More specifically, we focus on the following research questions: RQ1) Does verbalized uncertainty estimation depict overconfidence in LLMs? RQ2) Is there a relation between uncertainty and faithfulness of an explanation? RQ3) How does explanation confidence vary for correct and incorrect answers? RQ4) How do changes in the metric parameters influence explanation uncertainty?

5.1 Datasets and Experimental Setup

We first describe the datasets and large language models used to study the uncertainty in explanations and then outline the experimental setup.

Datasets. We conduct experiments using three math word problem and two commonsense reasoning benchmark datasets. i) the GSMS8K dataset that comprises several math word problems $\text{[Cobbe et al., 2021]}$, ii) the SVAMP dataset contains math word problems with varying structures $\text{[Patel et al., 2021]}$, iii) the ASDiv dataset consisting of diverse math word problems $\text{[Miao et al., 2021]}$, iv) the StrategyQA $\text{[Geva et al., 2021]}$ requires a language model to deduce a multi-step reasoning strategy to answer questions and v) the Sports Understanding dataset, which is a specialized evaluation set from the BIG-bench $\text{[Srivastava et al., 2022]}$ that involves determining whether a sentence relating to sports is plausible or implausible.

Large language models. We generate and evaluate the uncertainty in explanations by generating explanations using three large language models — InstructGPT, GPT-3.5, and GPT-4.

Performance metrics. While accuracy serves as a primary performance metric for evaluating a model’s predictions, the evaluation
of explanations involves metrics like faithfulness, simplicity and human comprehension. In this work, we look at the correlation between uncertainty and faithfulness of explanations. An explanation is considered faithful if it accurately represents the reasoning of the underlying model [11]. Some recent works [12, 13, 14] have explored defining faithfulness for natural language explanations.

(i) Faithfulness of token importance explanations: We use the counterfactual test [15] for NLEs by intervening on input tokens and checking whether the explanation reflects these tokens. Specifically, we replace identified importance tokens in the explanation with synonyms and check whether the new explanation reflects these changes. Faithfulness is then quantified by the rank agreement (Eq. 3) between the new explanations and the expected explanation with intervened tokens.

(ii) Faithfulness of chain of thought explanations: Recent works that explored the topic of faithfulness in CoT explanations don’t explicitly quantify the faithfulness of an individual explanation. Hence, we follow suit and follow [16] to measure faithfulness at a dataset level. In our experiments, we use a strategy called “Early Answering” proposed by [17] to measure the faithfulness of CoT explanations. “Early Answering” strategy involves truncating the previously collected reasoning samples and prompting the model to answer the question with the partial CoT rather than the complete one, i.e., for a question \( Q \) and CoT \( \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n\} \), the model is prompted to answer with \( Q + s_1, \ Q + s_1 + s_2, \) until, \( Q + s_1 + s_2 + \cdots + s_n \). After collecting answers with each truncation of the CoT, we measure how often the model comes to the same conclusion as it did with the complete CoT. If the amount of matching overall is low, this indicates that less of the reasoning is post-hoc and subsequently more faithful. The intuition behind this is that if the reasoning is not post-hoc, there are fewer ways for an explanation to be unfaithful than there are for reasoning which is post-hoc [17].

Implementation details. To run the paraphrase probing uncertainty, we formulate 10 semantically equivalent paraphrases of every question to measure uncertainty using sample probing. In the model probing uncertainty experiment, we sample five natural language explanations at a temperature of 1.0. To compute the rank agreement of token importance explanations, we use the top-3 words i.e., \( k = 3 \). We run on a randomly sampled subset of 100 samples for each dataset. See the Appendix for more implementation details.

5.2 Results

Next, we discuss experimental results to answer questions (RQ1-RQ4) about uncertainty in explanations.

RQ1) Analyzing verbalized uncertainty. Verbalized confidence scores of both natural language explanation methods are almost always 100%. It raises questions about whether these uncertainty estimates are reliable. If the confidence in every explanation is the same, it is impossible to know when to trust the generated explanation and when not to. Our results in Fig. 4 show that, on average, across both explanation methods and five datasets, the verbalized confidence is 94.46%. Our analysis of these methods uncovers that LLMs often exhibit a high degree of overconfidence when verbalizing their uncertainty in explanations. The verbalized uncertainty for commonsense reasoning datasets is lower than math word problem datasets but still very close to 100% with little standard deviation.

RQ2) Less uncertain explanations are more faithful. A model’s explanation is said to be faithful if it reflects the true reasoning behind the prediction. For token importance explanations, we swap important words in explanations with synonyms and check if the corresponding replacements are reflected in the new explanation. In Fig. 4, we demonstrate that explanation confidence is correlated with faithfulness, and highly confident (certain) explanations are more
faithful. In addition, we find a similar trend between the CoT explanation confidence and its faithfulness (see Fig. 8) and find that increased mean explanation confidence lead to an increase in the faithfulness of an explanation for most datasets. Our observations suggest that uncertainty estimation can be used as a test for the faithfulness of NLE, i.e., whether the explanation reflects the true reasoning process of the model.

**RQ3) Correct answers have more certain explanations.** Across five datasets and two probing uncertainty metrics, Fig. 4 shows that explanations of correct answers have higher explanation confidence compared to explanations of wrong answers. Our observation aligns with the general expectation that models tend to provide more reliable and confident explanations when they make correct predictions as opposed to incorrect ones.

**RQ4) Ablation study.** We conduct ablation on five key components of our proposed probing metrics i) the number of paraphrases we generate in sample probing, ii) the number of responses we generate at temperature $g = 1$ in model probing, and iii) different LLMs (iv) the temperature scaling parameter $\tau$, inherent in most LLM APIs, (v) different entailment models for measuring CoT explanation agreement as defined in Eq. 5. Results in Fig. 8 show that the explanation confidence saturates as we increase the number of paraphrases of the original question $Q$ and our chosen value of 10 is well justified. In addition, we observe that the explanation confidence using our proposed model probing technique shows similar behavior irrespective of the number of responses we generate using the LLM at $\tau = 1$ (Fig. 5). From Figs. 10 and Fig. 11 we also observe that the trend of correct answers having less uncertain explanations holds true across different models and temperature scaling values. Moreover, from Fig. 14 and Fig. 13 we also observe that uncertainty...
metric for CoT explanations is near-agnostic of the entailment model used. These findings justify our choices of hyperparameters in quantifying the uncertainty in different types of NLEs.

6 CONCLUSION

While improving the explainability of LLMs is crucial to establish user trust, and better understand the limitations and unintended biases present in LLMs, it is also crucial to quantify the reliability of the generated explanations using uncertainty estimates. In this work, we present a novel way to estimate the uncertainty of natural language explanations (NLEs) using verbalized and probing techniques. Specifically, we propose uncertainty metrics to quantify the confidence of generated NLEs from LLMs and compare their reliability. We test the effectiveness of our metrics on math word problem and commonsense reasoning datasets and find that i) LLMs exhibit a high degree of overconfidence when verbalizing their uncertainty in explanations, ii) explanation confidence is positively correlated with explanation faithfulness, and iii) correct predictions tend to have more certain CoT explanations compared to incorrect predictions. Our work paves the way for several exciting future works in understanding the uncertainty of the natural language explanations generated by LLMs.
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3. For all figures and tables that present empirical results, check if you include:
   (a) The code, data, and instructions needed to reproduce the main experimental results (either in the supplemental material or as a URL). [Yes]
(b) All the training details (e.g., data splits, hyperparameters, how they were chosen). [Yes]

(c) A clear definition of the specific measure or statistics and error bars (e.g., with respect to the random seed after running experiments multiple times). [Yes]

(d) A description of the computing infrastructure used. (e.g., type of GPUs, internal cluster, or cloud provider). [Yes]

4. If you are using existing assets (e.g., code, data, models) or curating/releasing new assets, check if you include:

(a) Citations of the creator If your work uses existing assets. [Yes]

(b) The license information of the assets, if applicable. [Not Applicable]

(c) New assets either in the supplemental material or as a URL, if applicable. [Not Applicable]

(d) Information about consent from data providers/curators. [Not Applicable]

(e) Discussion of sensible content if applicable, e.g., personally identifiable information or offensive content. [Not Applicable]

5. If you used crowdsourcing or conducted research with human subjects, check if you include:

(a) The full text of instructions given to participants and screenshots. [Not Applicable]

(b) Descriptions of potential participant risks, with links to Institutional Review Board (IRB) approvals if applicable. [Not Applicable]

(c) The estimated hourly wage paid to participants and the total amount spent on participant compensation. [Not Applicable]
A.1 Ablation Studies

A.1.1 Number of Paraphrases in Sample Probing Uncertainty

Figure 8: The effect of the number of paraphrased samples of the original $Q$ on the mean explanation confidence of CoT and TI explanations generated from InstructGpt for Sports Understanding and ASDiv datasets. We observe that the confidence saturates as we increase the number of paraphrased samples.

A.1.2 Number of Responses in Model Probing Uncertainty

Figure 9: The effect of the number of responses drawn at $\tau = 1$ on the mean explanation confidence of CoT and TI explanations generated from InstructGpt for Sports Understanding and ASDiv datasets. We observe that the confidence remains consistent irrespective of the number of responses generated using InstructGpt.

A.1.3 LLMs

Figure 10: Comparison of chain of thought explanation uncertainty using sample probing across InstructGpt, GPT-3.5, and GPT-4 models on GSM8K dataset. We observe that the trend of correct answers having less uncertain explanations holds true across models.

Figure 11: Comparison of chain of thought explanation uncertainty using model probing across InstructGpt, GPT-3.5, and GPT-4 models on GSM8K dataset. We observe that the trend of correct answers having less uncertain explanations holds true across models.

A.2 Temperature Scaling

The temperature scaling parameter, inherent in the APIs of most closed source LLMs, typically defaults to a value of 1. A low value of temperature gives near deterministic responses lacking a discernible signal to measure uncertainty. Temperature value ranges from 0 to 2, and hence we chose 1 (also the default value) as a middle ground. We experimented with 3 different temperature values 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 on ASDiv dataset, and see that the claim of correct answers having less uncertain explanations still holds true.
Quantifying Uncertainty in Natural Language Explanations of Large Language Models

A.3 Entailment Models

Figure 13: This histogram of entailment model scores on 3 math word problem datasets with 2 entailment models - DeBERTa Base [He et al., 2021] and RoBERTa [Liu et al., 2019]. We can see that the distributions are concentrated at 0 and 1, which implies that these entailment models are confident.

A.4 Prompts

The questions used to generate token importance and chain of thought explanations are described in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 respectively. For sample probing and model probing uncertainty, we further tailor the prompt according to the dataset. Tailoring the question prompt helps in parsing answers and explanations from generated responses. The prompts used for each dataset are as follows GSM8K Figs. 17, 18, ASDiv Figs. 19, 20, SVAMP Figs. 21, 22, StrategyQA Figs. 23, 24, and Sports Understanding Figs. 25, 26.

A.5 Paraphrased Questions in Sample Probing

To quantify uncertainty using sample probing, semantically equivalent paraphrased questions are generated for a question using INSTRUCTGPT using the following prompt - "Paraphrase the question into 10 different forms with the same meaning, and share them as a Python list of double quotes enclosed strings". An example is shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 15: The prompt $Q_e$ prepended to the question $Q$ to elicit a token importance explanation $TI$ along with an answer $A$.

Figure 16: The prompt $Q_e$ prepended to the question $Q$ to elicit a chain of thought explanation $CoT$ along with an answer $A$.

Figure 17: GSM8K dataset. The prompt $Q_e$ prepended to the paraphrased question $Q$ to generate a token importance explanation $TI$ along with an answer $A$ in sample probing and model probing uncertainty experiments.
Table 1: T-Test Result Comparing Explanation Confidence Scores of Correct and Incorrect Answers using GPT-3.5 and InstructGPT models for Chain of Thought Explanations of GSM8K dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Uncertainty Metric</th>
<th>T-Statistic</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSM8K</td>
<td>Sample Probing</td>
<td>-0.0977</td>
<td>0.9224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model Probing</td>
<td>0.7400</td>
<td>0.4611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVAMP</td>
<td>Sample Probing</td>
<td>1.7913</td>
<td>0.0763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model Probing</td>
<td>1.2307</td>
<td>0.2214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASDiv</td>
<td>Sample Probing</td>
<td>1.3031</td>
<td>0.1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model Probing</td>
<td>1.7922</td>
<td>0.0765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StrategyQA</td>
<td>Sample Probing</td>
<td>-0.2752</td>
<td>0.7838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model Probing</td>
<td>-0.9779</td>
<td>0.3305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Understanding</td>
<td>Sample Probing</td>
<td>1.3941</td>
<td>0.1665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model Probing</td>
<td>1.0851</td>
<td>0.2806</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(i) GPT-3.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Uncertainty Metric</th>
<th>T-Statistic</th>
<th>P-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GSM8K</td>
<td>Sample Probing</td>
<td>1.5694</td>
<td>0.1198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model Probing</td>
<td>3.2404</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVAMP</td>
<td>Sample Probing</td>
<td>2.6388</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model Probing</td>
<td>0.7660</td>
<td>0.4455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASDiv</td>
<td>Sample Probing</td>
<td>3.7558</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model Probing</td>
<td>5.1783</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StrategyQA</td>
<td>Sample Probing</td>
<td>-0.1642</td>
<td>0.8699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model Probing</td>
<td>-0.1015</td>
<td>0.9194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Understanding</td>
<td>Sample Probing</td>
<td>-0.8499</td>
<td>0.3975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model Probing</td>
<td>0.6971</td>
<td>0.4874</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(ii) InstructGPT

Read the question, give your answer by analyzing step by step, and assign a confidence level to each step and the final answer. The output format is as follows:

**Step 1:** [Your reasoning here], Confidence: [Your confidence here]%

**Step 2:** [Your reasoning here], Confidence: [Your confidence here]%

**Step 3:**

...  

**Step N:** [Your reasoning here], Confidence: [Your confidence here]%

**Final Answer and Overall Confidence (0-100):** [Your answer as a number here], [Your confidence here]%

Note: The confidence indicates the degree of certainty you have about your answer. For instance, if your confidence level is 80%, it means you are 80% certain that your answer is correct. Provide the answer in aforementioned format, and nothing else.

Figure 18: GSM8K dataset. The prompt $Q_\text{re}$ prepended to the paraphrased question $Q$ to elicit a chain of thought explanation $CoT$ along with an answer $A$ in sample probing and model probing uncertainty experiments.
Read the question, and output the words important for your final answer, sorted in descending order of importance. The output format is as follows:

1. [Word 1 here]
2. [Word 2 here]
   ...
   ...
N. [Word N here]

Final Answer and Overall Confidence (0-100): [Your answer as a number here], [Your confidence here]%. Provide the answer in aforementioned format, and nothing else.

Figure 19: **ASDiv** dataset. The prompt $Q_e$ prepended to the paraphrased question $Q$ to generate a token importance explanation $TI$ along with an answer $A$ in sample probing and model probing uncertainty experiments.

Read the question, give your answer by analyzing step by step, and assign a confidence level to each step and the final answer. The output format is as follows:

**Step 1:** [Your reasoning here], Confidence: [Your confidence here]%

**Step 2:**

**Step 3:**

**Step N:**

Final Answer and Overall Confidence (0-100): [Your answer as a number here], [Your confidence here]%

Note: The confidence indicates the degree of certainty you have about your answer. For instance, if your confidence level is 80%, it means you are 80% certain that your answer is correct. Provide the answer in aforementioned format, and nothing else.

Figure 20: **ASDiv** dataset. The prompt $Q_e$ prepended to the paraphrased question $Q$ to elicit a chain of thought explanation $CoT$ along with an answer $A$ in sample probing and model probing uncertainty experiments.

Read the question, and output the words important for your final answer, sorted in descending order of importance. The output format is as follows:

1. [Word 1 here]
2. [Word 2 here]
   ...
   ...
N. [Word N here]

Final Answer and Overall Confidence (0-100): [Your answer as a number here], [Your confidence here]%. Provide the answer in aforementioned format, and nothing else.

Figure 21: **SVAMP** dataset. The prompt $Q_e$ prepended to the paraphrased question $Q$ to generate a token importance explanation $TI$ along with an answer $A$ in sample probing and model probing uncertainty experiments.
Read the question, give your answer by analyzing step by step, and assign a confidence level to each step and the final answer. The output format is as follows:

**Step 1:** [Your reasoning here], Confidence: [Your confidence here]%

**Step 2:**

...  

**Step 3:**

...  

...  

**Final Answer and Overall Confidence (0-100):** [Your answer as a number here], [Your confidence here]%

Note: The confidence indicates the degree of certainty you have about your answer. For instance, if your confidence level is 80%, it means you are 80% certain that your answer is correct. Provide the answer in aforementioned format, and nothing else.

---

Figure 22: **SVAMP** dataset. The prompt $Q_e$ prepended to the paraphrased question $Q$ to elicit a chain of thought explanation $CoT$ along with an answer $A$ in sample probing and model probing uncertainty experiments.

---

Read the question, and output the words important for your final answer, sorted in descending order of importance. The output format is as follows:

1. [Word 1 here]  
2. [Word 2 here]  
3. ...  
   ...  
N. [Word N here]

**Final Answer and Overall Confidence (0-100):** [Your answer Yes/No here], [Your confidence here]%.  

Provide the answer in aforementioned format, and nothing else.

---

Figure 23: **StrategyQA** dataset. The prompt $Q_e$ prepended to the paraphrased question $Q$ to generate a token importance explanation $TI$ along with an answer $A$ in sample probing and model probing uncertainty experiments.

---

Read the question, give your answer by analyzing step by step, and assign a confidence level to each step and the final answer. The output format is as follows:

**Step 1:** [Your reasoning here], Confidence: [Your confidence here]%

**Step 2:**

...  

**Step 3:**

...  

...  

**Final Answer and Overall Confidence (0-100):** [Your answer Yes/No here], [Your confidence here]%

Note: The confidence indicates the degree of certainty you have about your answer. For instance, if your confidence level is 80%, it means you are 80% certain that your answer is correct. Provide the answer in aforementioned format, and nothing else.

---

Figure 24: **StrategyQA** dataset. The prompt $Q_e$ prepended to the paraphrased question $Q$ to elicit a chain of thought explanation $CoT$ along with an answer $A$ in sample probing and model probing uncertainty experiments.
Figure 25: **Sports Understanding** dataset. The prompt \(Q_e\) prepended to the paraphrased question \(Q\) to generate a token importance explanation \(TI\) along with an answer \(A\) in sample probing and model probing uncertainty experiments.

Figure 26: **Sports Understanding** dataset. The prompt \(Q_e\) prepended to the paraphrased question \(Q\) to elicit a chain of thought explanation \(CoT\) along with an answer \(A\) in sample probing and model probing uncertainty experiments.

Table 2: Paraphrased Samples for a question in GSM8K math word problem dataset. The original question is "*How many signatures do the sisters need to collect to reach their goal?*"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paraphrased Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What is the number of signatures the sisters need to collect to reach their goal?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>